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Yo yo yo - wassup? What’s up? 
WHAT IS UP! Welcome to the new 
school year, party people!! The new 
school year means new Managing 
Editors of your all-time favourite 
law school newspaper. The past year 
for the Caveat was (not even being 
dramatic) a disaster - constantly 
changing deadlines, lack of USSU 
club status, and worst of all, only two 
issues released. This year, we promise 
to release all four issues and revive the 
“Ask Us” column, fully dedicated to 
giving brutally honest and somewhat 
mostly inappropriate advice.

Last year’s Caveat was unhinged, to 
say the least. One thing we know for 
certain is that the former Managing 
Editors were much more dedicated to 
the law student lifestyle than we are. 
Unfortunately, they failed to make 
time for what really matters in life - 
unserious school newspapers. Perhaps

 they were paid by Big Law to keep 
quiet about controversial topics? But 
in all seriousness, they were balancing 
moots, the LSA, Law Review, and 
overall being busy bodies. ThEy 
trULy diD ThEiR bEsT aNd We 
aRe gRaTeFuL fOr ThEiR EfFoRtS. 
Mostly, though, we are grateful for 
Walter (Taylor’s adorable dog).

We are pleased to inform you that this 
year’s Managing Editors are slacking 
off at school (one fled the country) 
and do not care about anything 
except the Caveat. Truly, we couldn’t 
be bothered to care about moots, Law 
Review, medalling, or anything else 
that would be objectively important 
to a dedicated law student. We are 
motivated solely by our official duty 
of providing you with free and poorly 
written procrastination material.

Many of you are likely unfamiliar 
with the Caveat and its legacy here 
at the College of Law. Much like 
the Elite Boost breakfast, it was a 
forgotten tradition of yester-year. 
And much like the Evil Fish, it is a 
controversial topic, depending on 
who you ask. Although the state of our 
silly little newspaper last year saddens 
us greatly, we hope that this year we 
can offer you at least some of the 
gloriousness that is the Caveat. That 
is, we will provide you with biased 
and sometimes uninformed opinions 
from jaded law students, poorly 

executed but well-meaning memes, 
and an abundance of absurdity. 

We may be paid off by Big Law to 
keep quiet on some topics, BUT 
you’re still getting four issues! Buckle 
in friends, it’s going to be a wild ride. 
Well, perhaps not that wild, but at 
least we’ll keep you guessing. Never 
let them know your next move, right?

Tatum Sully, 3L 
Isaac Rogers, 3L
Managing Editors, 2023/24

Note from the Secretary:
Another year. Another Caveat. And 
on time I might add! I don’t know 
how Tatum convinced me to agree 
to do all the layout and formatting 
for this thing. I swore back in 2007 
when I edited my school yearbook 
that I would never be subjected to 
using Adobe InDesign ever again! 
But somehow, here I am (I think it’s 
Tatum’s eyes - she just looks at you 
with them and you will do anything 
for her!). But I digress. Formatting 
this issue has been amusing. We 
have some very funny (and not really 
funny) content to share. In closing, I 
would like to say: some of y’all really 
don’t know how to use an Oxford 
comma or an apostrophe, and I was 
judging you every minute during 
editing. Mmmk bye.

Amanda Lehmann, 3L

Letter from the Editors
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Future managing editors of the Caveat 
Lector hard at work in 1L.



Finally…It has been two and one quarter years of attempting to be published in this legendary 
newspaper and finally, we are here. The Caveat has roots as deep as my age, yet more illustrious and 
mythical. While one of the writers is similar to a common pest (Josh Dubiel), I have a deep and 
profound respect for the rest of the ingenious and witty authors that come together in the name of 
the U of S law school newspaper.

The purpose of my article is a welcome back to all the oldheads, and a welcome to our new friends. 
While likely important, I found that concept boring, so here is a poem I wrote:
 
An ode to all
 
Welcome 1Ls, 2Ls, 3Ls, 4?
Welcome reading, lectures, insufferable bore,
Welcome parties, ignorance, law games, torts,
Welcome tradition, friends, and evil fish lore.
 
I send out this welcome and sadly will state,
That the years of a law student are fleeting, but great.
Wasting this time will be viewed as unjust,
And if you ask Tye Hapke, attending parties, a must.
 
And that being said, it’s not all fun and games,
100% finals bring contempt, agony, pain.
But, when all’s said and done, and the memo comes due
There is an evil fish party, waiting for you.
 
And party we must and party we will,
ILSA’s halloween party, fall formal, the thrill.
But let’s not forget the reason we’re here.
Lawyer as public servant, in a few short years.
 
So welcome to all, 1Ls through 3,
I hope you find friends, and not misery.
There are moments of good and moments of bad,
Reach out if you must, but remember, I am NOT your dad.
 
- Prince of Darkness

Welcome from the LSA President
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Not to brag or anything, but the 3Ls are by 
far the coolest kids in school. Admittedly, the 
competition is not that stiff. Apart from our 
overwhelming brilliance, wisdom, charm, and 
the simple fact that we are just a superior class 
overall, we are also an extremely humble bunch. 
While we wouldn’t go as far as to admit that 
we have any red flags, we will confess to having 
some beige flags: qualities that are neither good 
nor bad, but rather just kind of neutral…or as 
some may say: beige. With that said, we present 
to you, the beige flags of the 3Ls.

1) Your name is Shrimpy, but you’re far from 
being shrimpy

2) You tell people that your last name is Spaghetti 
and you’re proud of it

3) Your name is Sam Ferrari but you drive a 
Mazda

4) You asked for a Willy Wonka themed 
birthday for your 42nd birthday

5) You’re known as “Bike Boy” but you went on 
exchange to Sweden…ever heard of Amsterdam?

6) You’re Neesha and your beige flag is that you only have 
green flags (come on, you didn’t seriously think we would 
do Neesha dirty like that, did you? Shame on you.)

7) Ethan H. actually is goth 

8) You crochet beautiful roses during class 
discussions of murder

9) You might see more success in a career as a 
master sock puppeteer than as a lawyer

10) You’re literally Elle Woods (major green flag), 
which makes Cody Y. the Warner Huntington III 
of law school (and that character is a major red 
flag), so according to our girl math, that averages 
out to a beige flag

3L Beige Flags
Kennedy Marley, 3L & Caydence Marley, 3L
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As we all know, law students are 
insufferable. Sometimes though, 
they are pretty funny (like me). 
Here are some of my favourite 
fellow 3Ls as memes:
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I wanna 

dance

I can’t. I have 
soccer.

anyone at the 

library?

everyone plz 
be nice

we’re going 

to ag night

get in the uber

where is my 

vape

where is 
tatum

I’m gonna 
freak out

elite boost

if I could be any movie character it would be lightning mcqueen

LaW sTuDeNTs aS meMes
Hannah Knight, 3L

I am never 
drinking again

stoopid 1Ls
is anyone going 

out tonight?

ROR!

want some 
tea?
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tea

LaW sTuDeNTs aS meMes
Hannah Knight, 3L

treat others 

how you want 

to be treated

don’t call me 
dean slay

I would die 
for the lsa

space law

I want to nap

I miss my 
dogs

Is it 

Christmas yet

I too wanna 

dance

Im going 
home

I must do my readings

49ers, CMC, 
football, blah 

blah

rosé is the 
answer



10. You’re Curious!
Wow, how wonderful that you have 
a healthy curiosity about how others 
around you experience the world. 
Maybe that’s the kind of curiosity 
that landed you in law school in the 
first place! This is a great reason to 
read this book – well, any book really. 
Take that inquisitive attitude of yours 
and buy (or borrow) the book!

9. You’re Privileged
Yeah, I know, you don’t want to hear 
it. But listen. Many of us, especially 
as law students, come from relatively 
privileged backgrounds. Pick up 
this book and learn a little bit (or a 
lot) about how people from diverse 
backgrounds have experienced law 
school and the legal profession 
in general. You might will learn 
something.

8. You Could Stand To Be A Little 
Bit More Empathetic
Alright, it might sound like I am 
starting to call you out. I’m really 
not trying to. I sincerely think 
that all humans could stand to be 
a little bit more empathetic. It’s a 
great skill and you can never have 
too much empathy, you know? 
Creating a Seat at the Table shares 
stories from 18 unique individuals 
and their unique experiences in law 
school and subsequent careers in 
law. Storytelling is an amazing tool 
to build our empathy, and here you 
have 18 incredible stories at your 
fingertips. Need I say more??

7. You Feel Isolated
Law school is hard. Life does not 
care that law school is hard. You are 
likely going to experience (or have 
already experienced) events in your 
personal life that feel all-consuming 
and horrible, but you still have to 
be a law student. It’s pretty weird 
and shitty to go to school every 

day when you feel like your world 
is crashing down around you. This 
can feel really isolating. The authors 
have generously shared their personal 
experiences working through 
their own hurdles alongside their 
professional commitments and it is 
incredibly comforting to see these 
experiences shared on paper.

6. You Want To Be A Good Lawyer
I think it’s safe to assume we all 
want to be good lawyers. Even if you 
don’t plan on articling or working 

as a lawyer in the traditional sense, 
you want to be a good employee, 
student, person – right? This book 
is a welcome reminder that it is part 
of our professional responsibility to 
keep ourselves – mind, body, and 
spirit – healthy and fulfilled. This 
book contains many reminders of 
this. It shares times when a person 
has faltered or fallen off their path, 
sometimes without even realizing it. 
It offers insights that will help you 
stop this before it happens or correct 
it if it does.

5. You’ve Always Had A Seat At The 
Table
It’s possible you haven’t really 
considered this before, but the field 
of lawyering was built by and for 
men. The norms and markers of what 
it means to be a “good lawyer” are 
largely influenced by a path paved by 
men. Because of this, men have an 
easier time meeting these expectations 
which helps them to thrive in the 
environment of lawyering. I’m not 
saying men have had it easy, or that 
men are undeserving of their success.  
I am merely pointing out that women 
would like to participate in this world 
without feeling like they have to 
censor their femininity in order to be 
a “good lawyer”, you know? Whether 
you’re an Elle Woods or a Vivian 
Kensington, there should be space for 
all women to be themselves.

4. You’re A Woman
Women, we have to show up for each

10 Reasons Why You Should Read  
Creating a Seat at the Table

Hannah Jorgenson, 3L
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other. For the first time since law 
schools have existed, more than half 
of law students are female. In practice, 
however, men still outnumber
women. It’s important to have a 
network of people who support 
you and understand the nuances 
of working in a male-dominated 
industry as a non-male. I’m not saying 
you have to like everyone, because 
honestly, some people (regardless of 
gender) are going to be pricks. But you 
should not be perpetuating harmful 
ideologies onto other women in 
practice (or other women anywhere, 
really). Take this opportunity to 
learn about the nuances of practice 
from some women who have done it 
already. 

3. You’re A Man
Hey guys. This kind of ties into my 
point about empathy. The truth is 
that you don’t know what it’s like to 
be a woman, and that means you don’t 
know what it’s like to be a woman in 
law. It’s different than being a man 
in law. You can take my word for it, 
but what do I know? I’m just a law 
student. Reading these stories will 
provide you with invaluable insights 
based on the lived experiences of 18 
different women in law. This will 
help you understand your colleagues 
better, be a better mentor, and be a 
better lawyer (wow, will this book 
really make you a better lawyer? 
I’ve said it twice now, that’s pretty 
compelling).

2. You Thought You’d Be “Better” 
At Law School
This is a pretty common feeling (which 
you would know if you had read the 

book already). The demographic of 
law students is packed with over-
achievers who are accustomed to 
earning straight-As in school. The 
reality is that exceptionally few 
people earn straight-As in law school 
(thanks to the “Grading Guidelines” 
which are not technically a curve, 
I guess, but I digress). What I’m 
getting at is that a lot of students 
show up thinking that an A makes 
them smart, and a B is a shameful 
failure. A C might as well be a punch 
in the jugular. I have two comments: 
one, it will help you infinitely if you 
reframe your understanding of what 
a “good” grade is now that you’re 
in law school. Two, these women 
get it – some struggled to adjust to 
the competitive environment and 
new grading structure of law school 
compared to their undergraduate 
courses, some excelled in their classes, 
and all of them had amazing careers 
regardless. We are here to tell you that 
it’s going to be OK no matter what.

1. You’re In Law School, Thinking 
About Going To Law School, Or 
Already Practicing As A Lawyer
If none of the previous (extremely 
compelling, I might add) nine points 
have convinced you to read Creating 
a Seat at the Table, here I am to cast a 
wider net. I cannot stress enough how 
valuable the contents of this book are. 
You will laugh, cry, grow, learn, be 
angry, be excited, be grateful, and be 
humbled. It is really the full package. 
I’ll even let you borrow my copy. Just 
read it. 

Aries: March 21 - April 19 
Do: Silly Goofy Time 
Don’t: Sarcasm 
Song: 911 - Lady Gaga

Watch your bullishness this season, 
comfort comes first. Your ruling 
planet Mars is in direct motion, so you 
will find pursuits come quickly. Be 
wise and consider decisions carefully. 
A wise man once said, “Pay no heed 
if your enemies laugh, they’ll not be 
able to once you lop their heads off”. 
Say no to democracy this month.

Taurus: April 20 - May 20
Do: Plan your wedding
Don’t: Fake engagement
Song: West Coast Love - Emotional 
Oranges

You already know it can only go up 
from crying on the first (and second) 
day of school. Indulge this month 
to celebrate the equinox. Love is 
in the air as Venus glides forward. 
Your loyalty may be tested, but your 
stubbornness can be a poison or a 
cure. You might be swept off your feet 
as a wave of turbulence accompanies 
the intense energy of the Hunter’s 
Moon. Water your roots now so you 
can remain grounded.

Gemini: May 21 - June 21
Do: Last Week’s Homework
Don’t: Spill Milk
Song: Tia Tamera - Doja Cat

You were probably annoying in high 
school (think Model UN annoying), 
but you’ve come a long way as you
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Stars are Blind
Fakeha Jamil, 2L & 
Dominique Panko, 2L
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embrace mediocrity. The two sides of 
your spirit are coming into alignment. 
This month, your air twin searches for 
adventure. You will reach new heights 
as you clip’n climb your way to the 
top of the social ladder. 

Cancer: June 22 - July 22
Do: Siesta
Don’t: Fiesta 
Song: Ice-Cream Freeze - Hannah 
Montana

Water is freezing over, and your 
energy is ebbing, but hibernation will 
bring you rest. Keeping your guard 
up will protect your softness but be 
careful to not let your emotions carry 
you away.

Leo: July 23 - August 22 
Do: Confession Booth 
Don’t: Deflect Responsibility 
Song: White Lies - Max Frost 

You have an entrepreneurial spirit, 
but this month brings with it a 
few potholes. Don’t be surprised if 
your morning drive becomes a bit 
bumpier. Proceed with caution. The 
seeds you have sown may give root to 
poisonous fruit. Perhaps it’s time for 
atonement. If you happen to also be 
a Cancer rising, none of this applies, 
because the stars support your wrongs 
(continue driving at whatever speed 
you wish).

Virgo: August 23 - September 22 
Do: Gossip in the Lawby 
Don’t: Lose your cool
Song: Cowboy Take Me Away - The 
Chicks

The cosmic energies are aligning 
this month, granting you clarity 
and headway. You have found your 
voice and have much to say. Trust 
your instincts and embrace new 
beginnings. Good things come to 

those who wait, better things come to 
those who stir the pot, with rigour of 
course. 

Libra: September 23 - October 23
Do: Focus 
Don’t: Identity Crisis 
Song: The Spins - Mac Miller

The sun is in libra at the beginning of 
the month, so be a star baby. Connect 
with your confidence and find 
encouragement in your core identity. 
Be true to yourself and be filled with 
pride for who you are. This might 
also be a good time to keep some 
secrets to yourself. All advice aside, 
the stars are reminding you to never 
be humble. 

Scorpio: October 24 - November 21 
Do: Spotlight 
Don’t: Humble-brag
Song: Sk8er Boi - Avril Lavigne 

As the month ends, the sun enters 
Scorpio and you will find yourself on 
firmer ground. After several scraped 
knees, success is finally coming your 
way! Build your inner strength over 
the month to be ready to shine. Take 
heed of hubris. Or don’t, the people 
need entertainment, after all.  

Sagittarius: November 22 - Dec 21
Do: Library Crush 
Don’t: Ruin Friendships 
Song: Be Careful - Cardi B.

Stay focussed this month and 
row, row, row your boat to drier 
land. Remember, The Titanic was 
not meant to be an inspirational 
movie. The world is your oyster, but 
sometimes it’s best to stay on the 
safety boat.

Capricorn: December 22-January 19
Do: Banter 
Don’t: Cheese Quesadilla 

Song: Here Comes the Sun - The 
Beatles 

This month brings a sudden burst 
of inspiration and determination 
your way. Strap your boots on baby 
because your career is about to take 
off! Just make sure to bring a sunhat 
(and ample sunscreen).

Aquarius: January 20 - February 18 
Do: Swimming Goggles 
Don’t: Mittens 
Song: Hey Now! - Lizzie McGuire

The cosmos are sending you mixed 
signals this month, but you don’t 
have to. Treat yourself with honesty 
and you will find yourself surrounded 
with abundance. The cosmos are clear 
that this month brings you good 
fortune and long-awaited financial 
stability. In times of prosperity and 
success don’t forget to bring your 
people with you.

Pisces: February 19 - March 20 
Do: Circle K Coffee 
Don’t: International Affairs 
Song: Blah Blah Blah - K$sha

Diplomacy is not your forte this 
month. Stick to familiar territory and 
clarity might find you. Connecting 
with nature might help you find 
some peace. Remember, the skies 
are forever in turmoil because they 
have never touched grass. Later this 
month, you will find strategy and 
balance. The stars recommend a 
round of Jenga.

*Fact Check/Context for Reader*: 
Astrology is a pseudoscience. Rely on 
this horoscope prediction at your own 
risk (or at the very least, don’t complain 
to us later on when you’ve made big life 
decisions based on the moon n’ stars).



Slo-Pitch: September 8
Dearest Gentle Reader, it happened. 
The section 1 3Ls started their last 
year by taking a big fat L from the 
2Ls. Was it because the 2Ls wouldn’t 
let Nathan Spaghetti cheat despite 
his 3-month chicken/rice/broccoli 
prep and all those late nights at the 
gym? Or was it because the ultimate 
slo-pitch bros, Isaac and David, are 
thousands of miles away? Take your 
pick. To the 1Ls, all I have to say is: 
better luck next year.

Golf Tournament: September 22
Just when we all thought Lukian 
was the new self-proclaimed Tiger 
Woods of our College, he was unable 
to secure the men’s longest drive. His 
club membership must have expired 
early on in the summer. To those 
who are new to the College of Law, 
take a moment to scroll on Insta and 
honour the bravery of Ryan C. (with 
us in spirit) who decided to step in 
the gross slough to collect his golf 
balls last year. He ought to be your 
inspiration, even if you score 8 over. 

The non-existent Athletic Committee 
of the Caveat suggests that, for next 
year, a Managing Editor must possess 
the skill of shotgunning a Twisted 
Tea as THE prerequisite for this 
important position. Trust me, if 

you saw Tatum’s attempt (for lack 
of a better word) to shotgun on the 
course, you would want her to step 
down too. 

Beach Volleyball: September 23
Gatorade was not only a wish, it was 
simply a necessity after the successful 
*I do not recall* night out after golf. 
Oh, our players would’ve done just 
about anything for a cold bottle of 
Gatorade that morning. Who in their 
right mind (Tye) encourages people 
to take shots at the Winston’s after-
party when there is a beach volleyball 
tournament scheduled the next day? 
But for real, if you saw Ethan H. that 
day, you just knew he really needed 
a hug. 

Anyways, for the troopers who made 
it to Sports on Tap in one piece (with 
the assistance of beer), there was quite 
a show. Usask College of Law, you 
know how to put on a good costume 
competition!!! We all know the 1Ls 
luv to study torts and worship Lord 
Denning for his decisions on equity 
(if they even know what that means), 
but dressing up as His Honour was 
next-level cool. It must have been the 
power of robes and wigs that helped 
the “Order of Court” win the gold 
this year, and not their skills.

Moving on. There was a “Sets on 
the Beach Hawaiian style” costume 
- come on, really? More like “Hey 
Google, what is the easiest beach 
volleyball costume out there?” The 
consensus is that Ayden C. wore 
the exact same shirt as he did to the 
Kegger to save money for all those 
Ag Nights he attends. He was clearly 
being a bad influence on the first 
years, because why else would they 
wear cowboy boots and Wrangler 
jorts to play volleyball? In the future, 
try prioritizing constitutional law 
readings over more nights spent at 
Outlaws. 

Dear girls, gays, and goths, I know 
the days are getting shorter and the 
sky is turning grey, the dark times are 
in fact upon us, but not THAT dark. 
Thankfully, we had the presence of 
Care Bears to lighten up the mood. 
Except for the Grumpy Care Bear. 
If you know what’s good for you, do 
NOT approach her. 

Athletic Events Recap
Iryna Kutska, 3L
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More Memes
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William Memestone, ?L

Editorial PSA: Apostrophes are NOT for pluralizing!!!



Q1: Advice on dating an upper 
year? Should I do it? And why is 
Brian a bad option?

Terryn: If you pick wisely, dating an 
upper year is all access to hot gos, 
(quality) CANs galore, and easy votes 
at an LSA election. It’s a gift that 
keeps on giving—except if it’s Brian.
 
Josh: Dating upper years is a tale as 
old as time and it’s never ever failed 
anybody (probably). So you want 
to date the big blonde dawg? If you 
like white F-150s, steak dinners, boat 
rides, and jacuzzis, then he could be 
your man. However, if you want a 
man who would choose you over Ag 
Night, he may not be for you :( 

Q2: Who is winning a law school 
battle royale? Faculty included.

Terryn: Tye. Wait… peanuts exist. 

Josh: As much as my dear friend 
Graham talks about fighting people 
on the front lawn, you’d think he’d 
be a contender, no? Well, he certainly 
isn’t, because one kick to that ankle, 
and he goes down harder than a sack 
of potatoes. Idk if he even goes here 
anymore, but I would bet the farm on 
Roman Crobar.

Q3: Do y’all freak with jorts?

Terryn: If they’re attached to a 
mustache and a nice pair of quads. 

Josh: Immediately yes. I am mentally 
at Craven 24/7.

Q4: What is your favourite crime?

Terryn: Public intoxication fines that 
are issued specifically in S Lot. These 
charges often happen (i.e., one very 
specific time) after my athletic events 
(i.e., slo-pitch) and are an excellent 
opportunity to tell the coppers to go 
fuck themselves (ACAB). 

Josh: Theft under $5,000. As many 
will recall, I am the Cheddar Bandit 
and your cheese will disappear. I’ll 
tell you what is totally unacceptable 
in my view… jaywalkers. Clap if you 
think they should suffer lol.

Q5: Who is the best Josh in USask 
Law?

Terryn: This question is really just 
about loyalty to my year, so Josh Lilly. 
I bet Josh Lilly can get from Montreal 
to Ottawa on a pre-scheduled train 
without problems, and as Iryna 
would say, “stoopid 1Ls”. 

Josh: Unfortunately for me, I believe 
the early scouting report is that 
I’m rooted in last place. Joshy Lilly 
currently sits at the top of the Joshs, 
and 1L Josh seems good too? I am 
confident in myself that by the end of 
the year I will be crowned best Josh 
in Usask law.

Q6: Why does Iryna always look so 
grumpy? 

Terryn & Josh: She scares the shit out 
of us, ask her yourself (at your own 
risk).

Q7: Why are the 2Ls considered the 
dud year? Ft. our advice for how to 
be a kewl year.

Terryn: The kewl gene really seems to 
skip a year because the 3Ls while we 
were in 1L were cool af (like us now). 
Our 2Hell was 2Hell for more reasons 
than readings: carrying events on our 
backs. Josh’s back still hurts from last 
year. A moment of silence for the 
Class of 2023 (forever in infamy as 
the “Ghost Year”). 

Josh: It wasn’t really the 2Ls’ fault 
they got this name. Their 3Ls were 
arguably even bigger ghosts and 
didn’t give them the proper tools to 
thrive. For the 1Ls, the single most 
important thing is to show up to 
events. There are great people in this 
college and law school is such a fun 
time, so go and experience it. 

*Fact Check/Context for Reader*: 
Josh’s (very lovely) girlfriend Megan 
was a graduate of the “Ghost Year” 
and thus this opinion is heavily 
biased.

Q & Slay: Advice From the 3LOL Baddies
Terryn Bateman, 3L & Josh Dubiel, 3L
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Margaritaville Kegger: September 6
RIP to both Jimmy Buffet and the 
basement sink </3.

Nothing quite like a good ol’ keg 
stand to start the year off, and Ayden 
C. did not get as fucked up as he 
anticipated, so I guess that’s a win? 
There is something about a kegger 
on a Wednesday that will truly 
have you questioning all your life 
decisions the following morning, 
especially for you absolute freaks 
taking 8:30 classes… This year we 
were blessed by a full cornucopia of 
beverages and not a mouth was dry, 
god bless you drink providers for not 
repeating the drought-like conditions 
of last years’ kegger. Gatorade herself 
deserves a big forehead kiss for her 
noble contributions to our collective 
survival.

AND HUDSONS???!! Tye has been 
delivering on his “no Thirsty Scholar” 
promise and the masses are eternally 
grateful to not have to reckon with 
stairs.
 
Graffiti Pub Crawl: September 15
??????

No, I’m not the Riddler, I just do not 
recall this event :/ The pole at Pinks 
saw horrors it will never recover from 
but was also graced by our very own 
Dom P. – a win is a win! The tradition 
of men ripping open their shirts and 

pounding their chests like gorillas 
continues, oh the horror.

Shoutout to 1L Laura for capturing 
photos and to 1L Jackson G. for his 
hearty campaigning on all our shirts, 
without which he may have lost his 
uncontested bid for 1L section 2 rep.

MVP of the Crawl goes to Neesha 
for wrangling us onto the buses and 
ensuring no man was left behind. We 
salute you.

Ag Night: October 5
Hey Loyal Caveat Readers, Gossip 
Girl here. Some say Thursday nights 
are for rest, but here in Ye”law”stone 
territory we are all about Ag Night. 
Strap on your designer cowboy boots 
and prepare to two step. Don’t be like 
Lonely Boy, sitting in front of his 

computer all night on the wrong side 
of the bridge; instead meet Queen 
B and S at Longbranch. My loyal 
readers were kind enough to send me 
the deets, XOXO, Gossip Girl. 

SPOTTED: Ayden C., drink in 
hand, flipping someone and watching 
fights: “Well, no great stories, but 
there were more 1Ls than upper years 
combined…” - Ayden C, 2L

SPOTTED: Jordyn N. showing 
that the USask Dance Team isn’t the 
only time she can bust a move, you 
know you missed her xoxo… “Ayden 
C. and I were the only 2Ls there 
hahahahah… but it was a silly slay 
fun time”; “the 3Ls that came really 
represented - for the record. Terryn B, 
Laura R, and Amy G were GIVING 
on the dance floor for real. Caid B 
performed an exceptional line dance 
that even I could not compete with.” 
- Jordyn N, 2L 

Social Events Recap
Amy Bjarnason, 2L
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Overheard at the College of Law 
Adam Zjadel, 3L

“Who the fuck is brother Bull?” - some 1L reading their first case in LRW, probably.

“Yeah, like a little bit of choking is okay?” [no additional context provided] 

Mid-lecture when the professor was referring to a caveat: “there’s a small butt” as he pointed to the screen 
and giggled.

Referring to Isaac Rogers’ call for memes: “hey buddy, I’d send you a meme if I knew how to make one.” 
 
Does anyone know what they mean by a snail? Why not a slug? - A 1L, probably

“Who is Isaac Rogers, and why is Tatum doing all his work..?”

“I don’t give a fuck about finding my balls” - at the golf tournament

Evil Fish Lore 
Sophia Della Rosa, 3L

November, Decades Ago

Today started like any other day. I went to the Law Library to begin my research for the inaugural 1L memo. I 
needed to find the book that contained the applicable laws for my memo topic. When I finally located the book 
that would hold all of the answers, I opened it up to find a very fishy situation. The pages had been ripped from 
its spine and replaced with a gutted fish. Those damn upper years had undermined me. Us 1Ls should have 
expected nothing less but for them to be conniving and scheme to make this memo even more difficult than it 
already was.

What was I thinking??? Why didn’t I sleep in the stacks overnight? Why didn’t I go when the upper years were in 
their classes? Why didn’t I start this memo earlier instead of procrastinating until the last week?

It might be too late now, but I can still try and show those upper years. With some help from one of the other 1Ls, 
I removed the fish and smugly delivered it to an upper year. I had gotten myself out of a smelly situation, or so I 
thought, when what “reappeared” … but the fish, NO… the “Evil Fish!”

1Ls, we MUST ban together and secure the Evil Fish, so we can ostensibly best the upper years!

Note to self: Must start plotting the return of the Evil Fish for next year’s unsuspecting 1Ls.



Because You Can Never Have Too Many Memes...
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